QUEST
Make a bow and arrow

Introduce a friend to archery

SHOOT (Indoor)

Tie a D-loop knot

SHOOT (Outdoor)
Archers Quest
Score Card

Archers Quest
Score Card
Date:

Date:

Name:

Name:

Distance to shoot: 10 meters 210 points needed

Distance to shoot: 20 meters

30 Arrows Indoor
1

# 10's =

2

3

End

30 Arrows Outdoor
Running

# X's =

1

# 10's =

Signatures
Archer:

Scorer:

Scorer:

Official / Witness:

Official / Witness:

Barebow

Target Size:

80 cm

2

3

End

Running

# X's =

Signatures

Archer:

Equipment:

210 points needed

Recurve

Compound

Equipment:

Barebow

Recurve

Compound

60cm

40cm

Target Size:

122cm

80cm

60cm

Choose your equipment to shoot with and match
the target size corresponding to it:
Barebow-use a 80cm target inside
Recurve-sights - use a 60cm target inside
Compound-sights - use a 40cm target inside

Choose your equipment to shoot with and match
the target size corresponding to it:
Barebow-use a 122cm target for outside
Recurve-sights - use a 80cm outside
Compound-sights - use a 60cm outside

Quest
Card

YEOMAN introduces the fundamentals of archery equipment and how it works.
LEARN • QUEST • SHOOT

oot: 20 meters

0 Arrows Outdoor
LEARN
3
End
Running
Which bow “stacks” when pulled back?
( ) recurve or long bow
( ) compound bow
Match these items below to the following questions.
A. Riser
B. Bowstring
C. Servings
D. Rest
E. Grip

Hand holding the bow goes on the
Fingers pull the

.
.

Arrow is placed on the
Sights are attached to the

.
.

protects the bowstring from friction.

# X's =

Signatures

Barebow

Recurve

122cm

80cm

Compound

When
you put your arrows in a quiver (except possibly a bow mounted quiver), which direction are the arrows pointed?
60cm
( ) down
( ) up
quipment to shoot with and match

corresponding to it:

m target for outside
a 80cm outside
use a 60cm outside

Which bow is left strung after using? Assuming you are going to store your bow and not use it for a bit.
( ) compound bow
( ) long bow
( ) recurve bow
This fletching faces away from the bow when shooting off the shelf?
( ) feather
( ) vane
( ) index
The 5 color World Archery target is scored?
( ) 10-1 points
( ) 5-1 points
( ) 11-1

